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A #1 New York Times bestseller! This previously never-before-seen picture book by Dr. Seuss
about making up one’s mind is the literary equivalent of buried treasure! What happens when a
brother and sister visit a pet store to pick a pet? Naturally, they can’t choose just one! The tale
captures a classic childhood moment—choosing a pet—and uses it to illuminate a life lesson:
that it is hard to make up your mind, but sometimes you just have to do it! Told in Dr. Seuss’s
signature rhyming style, this is a must-have for Seuss fans and book collectors, and a perfect
choice for the holidays, birthdays, and happy occasions of all kinds. An Editor’s Note at the end
discusses Dr. Seuss’s pets, his creative process, and the discovery of the manuscript and
illustrations for What Pet Should I Get?

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 2—More than 20 years after Theodor Geisel's death, a
newly unearthed Dr. Seuss book hits the shelves. Discovered in 2013 by Geisel's widow and his
assistant, the completed manuscript and accompanying sketches were found in a box
containing some of the legendary picture book creator's doodles and notes. Written sometime in
the late 1950s or early 1960s, the tale very much reflects the culture of its time: two white
siblings go to a pet store and struggle to answer the titular question. The children encounter a
menagerie of real and fantastically Seussical animals. The pair bound exuberantly through each
spread as they debate the merits of each creature. The rhyme scheme bounces along merrily for
the most part, with the exception of a verse concerning a "yent" in a "tent," where the pattern
shifts awkwardly, though it picks up steam again with the next page turn. While there is no visual
adult presence in this book, readers learn that "Dad said we could have one./Dad said he would
pay" and that Mother would not like a "thing on a string" that "would bump, bump into the wall!" A
repeated spread depicts four potential pets holding up a banner that reads, "MAKE UP YOUR
MIND." There's an ambiguous ending, and readers are left to wonder what pet the siblings finally
bring home. Though the discovered manuscript included only black-and-white sketches, this
finished work features the deep aqua, sunshine yellow, and vibrant red that were hallmarks of
Seuss illustrations of the time period. Random House's Cathy Goldsmith, who was the designer
and art director for many of Geisel's titles, worked to capture just the right palette; the good
doctor would have been pleased. A note from the publisher reveals a bit of the anxiety
associated with publishing a text written more than 50 years ago, "when it was common for
people to simply buy dogs, cats, and other animals at pet stores. Today animal advocates
encourage us to adopt…." Additional back matter includes anecdotes about a young Ted Geisel
and his love of dogs, candid photos, and the story behind the discovery of this volume.
VERDICT More nostalgia-inducing than groundbreaking, this picture book offers Seuss fans
many familiar touchstones: jaunty rhymes, nonsense words, and the signature artwork beloved



by generations of new and emerging readers.—Kiera Parrott, School Library JournalAbout the
AuthorTheodor Seuss Geisel—aka Dr. Seuss—is one of the most beloved children’s book
authors of all time. From The Cat in the Hat to Oh, the Places You’ll Go!, his iconic characters,
stories, and art style have been a lasting influence on generations of children and adults. The
books he wrote and illustrated under the name Dr. Seuss (and others that he wrote but did not
illustrate, including some under the pseudonyms Theo. LeSieg and Rosetta Stone) have been
translated into 45 languages. Hundreds of millions of copies have found their way into homes
and hearts around the world. Dr. Seuss’s long list of awards includes Caldecott Honors, the
Pulitzer Prize, and eight honorary doctorates. Works based on his original stories have won
three Oscars, three Emmys, three Grammys, and a Peabody.
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The Foot Book: Dr. Seuss's Wacky Book of Opposites Hop on Pop (I Can Read It All By Myself) I
Can Read With My Eyes Shut! (Beginner Books) Oh, the Thinks You Can Think! (Bright & Early
Board Books(TM))



DisneyDenizen, “A PERFECT BLEND OF FUN AND EDUCATION - PERFECT FOR
HOMESCHOOLING. The Cat in the Hat Learning Library books are fantastic! Each book is
incredibly educational while also being fun and engaging. It’s a winning combination. I can not
recommend them highly enough. We have bought nearly all of the books. Even though my
younger daughter has aged past them, she insists we keep buying them and will not part with
them. This is a bit of a bone of contention in my house, because my older daughter teaches and
wants them in her classroom. Our compromise is that my older daughter sneaks out one book at
a time on an as-needed basis - and brings it right back!Before you read these books, you should
probably start with:The Cat in the HatThe Cat in the Hat Comes BackHere are the Cat in the Hat
Learning Library books as of 11/26/19, in order of release date:Is a Camel a Mammal?: All About
MammalsFine Feathered Friends: All About BirdsWish for a Fish: All About Sea CreaturesOh
Say Can You Say Di-no-saur?: All About DinosaursOn Beyond Bugs: All About InsectsThere’s
No Place Like Space!: All About Our Solar SystemOh Say Can You Seed?: All About Flowering
PlantsOh the Things You Can Do That are Good for You!: All About Staying HealthyA Great Day
for Pup: All About Wild BabiesThere’s a Map on My Lap!: All About MapsIf I Ran the Rainforest:
All About Tropical RainforestsInside Your Outside!: All About the Human BodyOh Say Can You
Say What’s the Weather Today: All About WeatherOh, the Pets You Can Get!: All About Our
Animal FriendsClam-I-Am!: All About the BeachI Can name 50 Trees Today: All About TreesA
Whale of a Tale: All About Porpoises, Dolphins, and WhalesMy Oh My - a Butterfly: All About
ButterfliesOne Cent, Two Cents, Old Cent, New Cent: All About MoneyMiles and Miles of
Reptiles: All About ReptilesWould You Rather Be a Pollywog: All About Pond LifeIce Is Nice: All
About the North and South PolesWhy Oh Why are Deserts DrySafari, So Good!: All About
African WildlifeIf I Ran the Dog Show: All About DogsIf I Ran the Horse Show: All About
HorsesHark! A Shark!: All About SharksWhat Cat is That?: All About CatsOnce Upon a
Mastodon: All About Prehistoric MammalsOut of Sight Till Tonight: All About Nocturnal
AnimalsOh, the Things They Invented: All About Great InventorsHigh? Low? Where Did It Go?:
All About Animal CamouflageOne Vote, Two Votes, I Vote, You VoteWho Hatches the Egg?: All
About EggsCows Can Moo! Can You?: All About FarmsThe 100 Hats of the Cat in the Hat: A
Celebration of the 100th Day of SchoolCan You See a Chimpanzee?: All About PrimatesHurray
for Today!: All About HolidaysHappy Pi Day to You: All About Measuring CirclesThere is no need
to buy them in order; I just thought you might like to know! Each is a standalone volume.”

C. Goldstein, “You can tell this isn't a Dr. Seuss original. This was written after Dr. Seuss died- so
it's Dr. Seuss in style/ name only. Not as well written as his actual books. We hate the ending
because you never get to find out what pet they get...”

Joseph McGarry, “Another classic from Dr Seuss.. Note: Some reviewers would try to do their



review in the style of Dr Seuss. To respect his memory, I won't even try.This summer, two books
were released that had the same characteristics. Both were by well-known best-selling authors,
both were long-lost manuscripts, both were written in the 1950's. But while one book, Go Set a
Watchman, was released with hype not seen since Harry Potter, this book was released with
much less fanfare.According to the back of the book, the manuscript of this book was
discovered in a box of papers by Dr Seuss' daughter. Dr Seuss, who died in 1991, had
apparently started the project, then put it away. The estate of Dr Seuss decided to finish the
project and publish it, with much less controversy than Go Set a Watchman. The main things
that needed to be finished were the illustrations, which had limited notes from Dr Seuss. Using
his other books written about that time, the illustrations were finished, and the book was
published.There isn't much of a plot to this book, but I don't think anyone really expects much of
a plot in a Dr Seuss book. Two books of his that were turned into feature films, Cat in the Hat and
Grinch, needed to pad the story quite a bit to stretch it to 2 hours. Even the TV specials needed
to add music sequences to get a respectable length. I wonder what would happen to this book
on TV.At any rate, the plot, such as it is, revolves around a brother and sister who go to the pet
store. Dad has promised to pay for one pet, but no more. Mom said to be home by noon. When
the kids get to the store, they fall in love with all the pets. They can't decide. "We need to pick
one, or else we may wind up with none!" *Spoiler alert* At the end, they pick a pet and go home.
Dr Seuss doesn't say which pet they pick. All we see is a pink basket with two eyes peeking out.
The back cover has four animals, each with a check mark next to it. It's an invitation for the kids
to pick their own and discuss why.The publisher notes that this book is a product of its times )the
1950s). Back in the 50s, kids went to a pet store to pick out their pets. Today, it is recommended
that kids go to an animal shelter to adopt a rescue. The publisher even supports this, but left the
book as Dr Seuss wrote it.A second thing that makes this a product of its times. The kids are
sent to the store by themselves, with the only instruction from Mom to be home by noon. The
parents aren't in any of the illustrations, so I assume they're at home (or in the case of Dad, at
work. This was the 50s, after all.) This brought to mind the parents in Maryland who let their kids
walk home 2 miles from school. They were charged with child neglect and had their kids taken
away from them. Even when I was in school, walking home was nothing. As I said, this book is a
product of its times.The book notes that the kids in this book look exactly like the kids in One
Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish. The book wonders if this book could have been prep work
for One Fish. We'll never know. All in all, another great book by Dr Seuss. If you have kids, read
this along with them. Ask them what kind of pet they would get.As for me, I had a Chihuahua
mix, Waldo growing up. Right now I live in an apartment that doesn't allow pets, so I haven't even
thought about it. I may revisit this in the future.”

DRL, “Little ones learning to read?. This is a great starter book! It teaches them their site words
and how to identify rhyming words! School work becomes a breeze when they can read these!”



Donna Moore, “Easy to Read. My granddaughter loves this book. Because of the fun rhyming,
she has already memorized each page. A brief glance refreshes her recollection for the pages
she has forgotten. The font is large and the words are not too complex. My 5 year old
granddaughter has been able to sound out those words she did not know from sight.”

Music Lover, “The pleasures of life. Over many years, for my children; Grandchildren and now,
Great Grandchildren, I have purchased much of the work of Dr. Seuss. I have read them to all the
young element of my family and, God willing, I will have the opportunity of reading them to my
Great Grandchildren. Not only do I feel that all children should have the books read to them but,
If my response is normal, much amusement will be enjoyed by the adults. The children will be
more pleased if the reader can attach a different character to each by the use of the voice when
reading. I have absolutely no acting desires or abilities for imitating a voice but, not only did I
glean much pleasure from changing voices but the children enjoyed the stories even more.”

Proffesor-yaffle, “great book!. Rhythm and rhyme it great abundance! but does it answer the
question it sets out to???? :-)”

Sue Pearce, “Fantastic. Dr Seuss what else do you need to know? My granddaughter loves
them”

Philip Laidler, “Enjoyable to the whole family.. Dr Seuss is genius, kids and adults alike will both
enjoy his work.”

The book by Lauren Thompson has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 6,263 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 38 pages
Reading age: 3 - 7 years, from customers
Lexile measure: AD350L
Grade level: Preschool - 2
Item Weight: 12.8 ounces
Dimensions: 8.31 x 0.42 x 11.25 inches
Hardcover: 48 pages
Board book: 24 pages
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